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Higher Order Conservation Laws and a Higher 
Order Noether’s Theorem 
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Deportment of Mathematics, University of Hong Kong, Pokfurom Road, Hong Kong 
Consider a general variational problem of a functional whose domain of defini- 
tion consists of integral manifolds of an exterior differential system. In particular, 
this induces classical variational problems with constraints. With the assumption of 
existence of enough admissable variations the Euler-Lagrange equations associated 
to this problem are obtained. By studying a spectral sequence associated to the 
infinite prolongation of them, we extend the classical notion of infinitesimal Noether 
symmetries to what we shall call the “higher order Noether symmetries,” and a 
higher order Noether’s theorem identifying the higher order conservation laws and 
the higher order Noether symmetries is obtained. These in turn are isomorphic to 
the solution space of certain linear differential operator. From these we also get a 
systematic method of computing the higher order conservation laws of certain 
determined PDE systems. D 1987 Academic press. IIIC. 
INTRODUCTION 
Although the calculus of variations is a venerable subject about which it 
seems not much can still be said, in [lo] by utilizing techniques from the 
theory of exterior differential systems, Griffiths has developed a new and 
powerful systematic approach of solving variational problems for function- 
als whose domain of definition consists of integral curves (i.e., the case of 
one independent variable) of an exterior differential system. This treatment 
of the subject is, while in greater generosity than customary, particularly 
useful in variational problems arising from geometry, and it sheds new light 
on even the classical Lagrange problems. 
Meanwhile, research in recent years exhibits an increase of interest in 
nonlinear dispersive wave phenomena, especially in finding the higher order 
conservation laws of such equations, for instance, the Korteweg-de Vries 
equation (e.g., [13, 161). A n interesting problem arising from this would 
then be to develop a systematic approach of finding the higher order 
conservation laws of certain kinds of differential equations. 
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In this paper, some of the results in [lo] are generalized to the case of 
several independent variables and the Euler-Lagrange equations associated 
to general variational problems for functionals whose domain of definition 
consists of integral manifolds of an exterior differential system (in particu- 
lar, this includes the case of constrained variational problems) are obtained 
(see [6] for details). Of course, in general, instead of solving them explicitly 
we should be content if we could compute all the conservation laws of these 
equations. To do this we adopt the idea of “formal differential geometry” 
of Gelfand [7] and prolong these equations to some infinite jet space on 
which the spectral sequence introduced by Vinogradov [21] (cf. also [15,20, 
23, 241) is defined. By studying this spectral sequence we extend the 
classical notion of infinitesimal Noether symmetries to what we shall call 
the “higher order Noether symmetries” and get a “higher order Noether’s 
theorem” giving the explicit formula in intrinsic terms for a bijection 
between the higher order conservation laws and the higher order Noether 
symmetries. (In [24], a similar result was obtained independently, using 
categorical and algebro-geometric languages, for classical variational prob- 
lem without constraints.) In the mean time, these are in turn identified with 
the solution space of some linear differential operator whose explicit 
formula is also given. In particular, this gives a systematic method of 
computing the higher order conservation laws of these Euler-Lagrange 
equations. It turns out that this method does not only apply to 
Euler-Lagrange equations but also works for certain kinds of PDE systems, 
for instance, the Cauchy-Kovalevski systems. In the course of these, a 
solution for the so-called “inverse problem of the calculus of variations” 
asking when a determined system of PDEs can be represented in the form 
of the Euler-Lagrange equations associated to some variational problem is 
also obtained as a by-product. 
There are five sections in this paper. Section I introduces the 
Euler-Lagrange equations associated to a general variational problem in 
several independent variables obtained in [6]. We denote this problem by 
(X, I, w; cp), where X is a manifold, (I, w) a Pfaffian system with an 
independence n-form w, and cp the Lagrangian n-form on X. Of course, the 
first obvious difficulty in studying such problems is the question of whether 
there exist even formally “enough” integral manifolds for the variation. .For 
this, one should at least assume the somewhat subtle condition of involutiv- 
ity. Moreover, even if it is involutive, since there is no general Cm existence 
theorem, we must restrict ourselves to the real analytic case where the 
Cartan-KZbIer theorem applies. However, since these are not our basic 
concern, we shall just ignore these as in [lo] and assume throughout the 
paper the existence of enough admissable variations to arrive at our 
“Euler-Lagrange equations.” For classical variational problems these 
coincide with the usual ones found in classical texts (e.g., [S]) as expected. 
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Following the approach in [lo], we then write the Euler-Lagrange equa- 
tions as an involutive exterior differential system (J, w) on an associated 
manifold Y. We call Y the momentum space and (J, w) the Euler-Lagrange 
differential system associated to (X, I, w; cp). The data (Y; (J, w)) is the 
basic object throughout the paper. By the construction of Y, if Y’ denotes 
the set of integral elements of (J, o), then the natural projection ~7: Yi + Y 
is surjective. At the end of this section a (lowest order) Noether’s theorem is 
given. 
We then restrict our attention to a classical 1st order variational problem 
with constraints in Sections II, III, and IV. As usual, certain nondegenerate 
conditions and other relatively mild assumptions are posed on the problem. 
In order to find all the conservation laws of the Euler-Lagrange equations, 
instead of considering (K (J, 0)) we consider the prolongations of it. The 
1st prolongation is given by 
Y’- G’(Y) 
L 3- (1) 
Y 
where G’(Y) is some jet bundle over Y and all the vertical maps are 
surjective. Suppose Y’ is a subbundle over Y (which is true in most cases), 
the infinite prolongation of (1) is 
Ym - G”(Y) 
L 4 (2) 
Y 
which is our basic object. On T(Gm(Y)) we have a natural splitting 
T(G”( Y)) = I/ $ H with rank H = n. This restricts to T(Y”O) and induces 
a splitting of D* := Q*(Ym). We define the filtration 
FPp = $ QP’*q 
PI>-P 
p’+q=r 
and the associated spectral sequence is denoted by (&? (I, d,). 
In Section III we compute the spectral sequence E,!‘* q and get 
E1p.q = 0 for (P, 4) + t&O), 4 5 n - 2, 
EoynP1 = the space of all higher order conservation laws of 1 
the Euler-Lagrange system (J, w) on Y, 
and d,: @“-l + i?i3’-i is injective for n 2 2. 
This suggests that we call E,‘, “-l the space of “pre-conservation laws” 
and it is then expressed as the solution space of a linear differential 
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operator 
where Cm(Z) is the space of Cm functions on Z, F is the set of defining 
equations of Y’ c G’(Y), which is exactly the Euler-Lagrange equations 
of some induced functional (not necessarily the original one), and N is the 
number of functions in F. Since we have the explicit formula for g$, 
i?~“-’ can be computed in individual problems. 1 
The set of “higher symmetries” 9’(Ym) on Y” introduced by 
Vinogradov [22] is defined in our setting in Section IV. It is then shown that 
sP( Ym) is the solution space of a linear differential operator 
3,: Cm(YyN + Cm(YyN, 
where 3; is the formal adjoint of gF. Using the fact that F consists of the 
Euler-Lagrange equations of some functional, we show that gF is self- 
adjoint and thus we get 
At this point we also get a solution for the “inverse problem of the calculus 
of variations” as a by-product, namely, a determined PDE system u = 0 
can be represented as the Euler-Lagrange equations of some variational 
problem if and only if .9,, is self-adjoint (cf. Section (IV.2)). 
The image of @ ‘-’ in .9’(Ym) is naturally called the space of higher 
order Noether symmetries. The “higher order Noether’s theorem” 
{higher order Noether symmetries} w  ,I$‘, ‘- ’ 
and the fact that these in turn are isomorphic to the solution space of some 
linear differential operator are then given (cf. Section (IV.4)). 
In Section V the results obtained in the previous sections are extended to 
a general variational problem (X, I, w; cp). We show that under certain 
assumptions (cf. (V.2.1)), the problem (X; I, w; cp) can be reduced to a 
classical 1st order variational problem with constraints and hence the 
results obtained in the previous sections apply. We also remark that our 
technique of computing the higher order conservation laws does not only 
work for Euler-Lagrange equations but also for certain other kinds of 
determined PDE systems, for instance, the Cauchy-Kovalevski systems. 
Some examples of computing higher order conservation laws are then given. 
These include the problems of a vibrating string on the plane with con- 
straint, the Korteweg-de Vries equation, and the Benjamin-Bona-Mahony 
equation [l]. 
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Throughout this paper, manifolds will be denoted by X, Y, 2, etc. The 
algebra of smooth functions, the Lie algebra of smooth vector fields, and 
the de Rham complex on X are denoted by C?(X), rT( X), and O*(X), 
respectively. If I/ is a vector space and {vi} a basis of V, then ApI/ will 
also be denoted by AJ’( u’). 
If (p E T*( X) and Y c X is a submanifold, we shall write & for 91 Y 
and + = 0 mod Y for $11 Y = 0. If Z is a closed differential ideal in G*(X), 
then r#~ = 0 mod Z shall mean $I E I. 
If there is an equivalence relation on a set E, the equivalence class of 
x E E will be denoted by [xl. The multi-indices will be denoted by I, J, Q, 
etc. For 1 s i 2 n, (i) denotes the element in N” with 1 in the ith 
component and zero in the others. W”, shall stand for R” with coordinates 
x = (xl), dx and dx; will mean dx’ A v 9 . /\dx” and (-l)‘-’ dx’ - 
A . . . r\dx’r\ . . . Adx", respectively. Throughout the paper, the surnma- 
tion convention will be adopted. 
I. VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS IN SEVERAL INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
(I. 1) Definitions And Basic Terminologies 
Let X be a manifold. On X an exterior differential system [3-5, 111 with 
independence condition (or simply an exterior differential system in short) 
(I, w) is given by a closed differential ideal Z c Q*(X) together with an 
n-form w  called the independence condition. Here n is called the number of 
independent variables. An integral element of (Z, w) is a pair (x, E) with 
x E X and E an n-plane in T,(X) satisfying the conditions 81 E = 0 
V8 E Z and o 1 E # 0. An integral manifold of (I, w) is given by a smooth 
map $: N --, X, where N is a connected manifold of dimension n such that 
($(x), +,(T,N)) is an integral element of (Z, w) Vx E N. The sets of all 
integral elements and integral manifolds of (I, w) will be denoted by 
V(Z, w) and $(I, w), respectively. 
Now we restrict our attention to the case where Z is a Pfaffian system, 
i.e., I is locally generated by smooth sections of a subbundle W c p(X). 
Since as long as integral manifolds are concerned, the independence n-form 
o is only well defined modulo I, what we will be concerned with is thus the 
filtration of subbundles 
w* c L* c T*(x), (1.1.1) 
where W* generates Z and L*/W* is a vector bundle of rank n such that 
w  E Cm( X, AnL*) induces a nonzero cross section of An( L*/ W). 
(1.1.2) EXAMPLE. Let M be an m-dimensional manifold with local 
coordinates (y”: a = 1,. . . , m) and consider X = J’(R”, M), the manifold 
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of r-jets of locally defined maps from R” to M. If (xi, yJ”) (1 I i I n, 
1 I (Y I m, JE N”, IJI _ ) < r is the local coordinate system (will be 
referred to as the standard local coordinate system of X) induced by (ye), 
then the pair (I, w) given by 
z = ( e; := dy,” - yy+(i) dx’, 1 I (Y I m, J E N”, IJI < r) 
w=dx=dx’r\ 0.. r\dx” 
is called the canonical Pfaffian system on X. 
(1.2) The Setup of a General Variational Problem 
On a manifold X we consider a Pfaflian system (I, w) whose indepen- 
dence condition o is locally a decomposable n-form in A%*(X)/Z. In 
terms of an adapted basis { 8*, ai} (1 5 (Y I m, 1 I i I n) of the corre- 
sponding filtration W* c L* (cf. (I.l.l)), (I, o) is then given locally by 
pt=o 
w=w’A *-*Aw”#O. 
Suppose now we are given a Lagrangian n-form cp on X, for every 
N E 9( I, w), we set 
Q(N) = j-,-v (1.2.1) 
Here we agree to consider only those integral manifolds N for which the 
integral exists, i.e., N may be noncompact but the improper integral should 
converge. We may view the assignment N + iN(p as a functional (perhaps 
not everywhere defined) 9: x( I, w) + W and we denote by (X, I, w; cp) 
the variational problem associated to the functional (1.2~1). 
Given a variational problem (X, I, w; cp), we consider the following 
(1.2.2) Problem. Determine the variational equations and the “Euler- 
Lagrange equations” of (1.2.1). 
(1.2.3) &AMPLE. We continue with Example (1.1.2). Take for (I, w) the 
canonical Pfafhan system on X. Let L be a function on X and set cp = Lw. 
Then (X, I, w; ‘p) is called a classical rth order variational problem. 
Integral manifolds N --, j( I, w) are locally r-jets of the maps ( y”): RR + A4 
and so the functional L is 
L = L(x’, y;) = L(x’, cvy”(x)), IJI I r. 
If Y c X is a submanifold defined locally by equations 
ga(xi, YF) = 0, l<alk 
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such that w( TY # 0 and L is a function on Y (or, in practice, the 
restriction to Y of some function on X), denote again by (I, w) the 
restriction to Y of the canonical Pfaffian system on X and set cp = Lw, then 
(Y; I, o; cp) is called a classical r th order variational problem with con- 
straints. In this case the domain of Cp = /,,,(p consists of r-Jets of mappings 
(u*): W n --) M satisfying 
ga(xi,s(x))=O foralla=l,..., k. 
(1.2.4) Assumption. Since practically all problems we are interested in 
have the form cp = fw for some function f on X, we will simply assume 
that this is always the case. 
(1.3) The Euler-Lagrange Equations Associated to (X; I, o; ‘p) 
To find the Euler-Lagrange equations associated to a variational prob- 
lem (X, Z, o; cp), we first need to obtain the variational equations for an 
integral manifold N E 9(Z, o), or, roughly speaking, to obtain the tangent 
space TN, +,)(9( I, w)) of 9( I, o) at (N, +). In [6] we obtained the following 
(1.3.1) PROPOSITION. The variational equations for an integral manifold 
(N, +I of (4 ~1 are 
VJ de“ + d(v#) = 0 mod N Va, Vu E I’TX. (1.3.2) 
(1.3.3) Remarks. (i) Equations (1.3.2) depend only on the infinitesimal 
variation v E Cm(N, TX), not on the values of v at points in X\ N (cf. 
M). 
(ii) Equations (1.3.2) depend only on the normal vector field [v] E 
Cm( N, T( X)/T(N)) induced by v. In fact, if v E rT(N), let v be an 
extension to rT(X). Then the functions VJP vanish on N and so 
d( VJP) = 0 mod N. On the other hand, we have trivially VJ de” = 0 
mod N. 
(iii) It is also clear that (1.3.2) are independent of the choice of basis 
{ ea} of IV*. So the variational equations should really read 
VJ de + d(vJ8) = 0 mod N ve E r(v), 
or, more generally it is easy to see that they are equivalent to 
VJ dp + d(vJp) = 0 mod N v/l E I. (1.3.4) 
Intrinsically, Eqs. (1.3.2) have the following meaning. Let {w,} E 
CW(X, W) be a dual basis to the basis {flu} E Cm(X, W*) and E = 
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T( X)/T( N). Define the first-order linear differential operator 
L: cm(iv, E) --, cylv, w Q T*(N)) (1.3.5) 
by L[u] = w, $0 L”[u] with L”[ u] = UJ dOa + d(uJti*)IN. Then the varia- 
tional equations (1.3.2) are just L[u] = 0. In view of this, we may refer to 
the “tangent space” T,(Y(I, o)) as being the solution space of the linear 
PDE L[u] = 0. 
With the assumption that there exist “enough” solutions u to the varia- 
tional equations (1.3.2) satisfying the boundary conditions 
UJd = UJea = 0 on c?N QiQ’a, (1.3.6) 
the Euler-Lagrange equations associated to (X, I, o; cp) are then found to 
be given by the following 
(1.3.7) PROPOSITION [6]. The Euler-Lagrange equations associated to 
the variational problem (X, 1, w; cp) are the following conditions imposed 
on N E .Y(l, w): 
u~d(cp + Xiat!la A wi) = 0 mod N Vu E P(N, TX), (1.3.8) 
where h’,‘s are functions on X to be determined. Furthermore, Eqs. (3.8) 
depend only on the restrictions of the A’*‘s on N. 
The following example perhaps could clarify the somewhat mysterious 
“functions Aia’s to be determined” (see [6] for more examples). 
(1.3.9) EXAMPLE. We consider a classical rth order variational problem 
using notations in (1.1.2) and (1.2.3). Since the Euler-Lagrange equations 
(1.3.8) are in coordinate-free terms, we may assume A4 = R”. For the sake 
of simplicity we shall only work on the case that r = 1, while the general 
case can be done in exactly the same manner. First of all, we find 
d( QJ + A’,8” A co;) = L,,Ja A dx + LYp dy,” A dx 
+dX, A 8” A dx, - Ai, dy; A dx. 
In general, to compute Eqs. (1.3.8) it is sufficient to use a set of vectors that 
span T,(X) at every x E N. More importantly, we may use “n less” vectors 
as shown by the following algebraic lemma whose proof is completely 
trivial. 
(1.3.10) LEMMA. Let T be a uector space and \k E A”+‘P. Let ul, . . . , us 
be vectors that span an s-dimensional subspace V of T and wl, . . . , w,, uectors 
not in V such that { u,, wi} form a basis of T. Then if ( u,J\~; wl,. . . , w,,) = 0 
Ql I (Y I s, we have (u ~\k; wl, . . . , w,) = 0 Vu E T. 
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NOW return to Example (1.3.9) Let (J/ax’; a/,%3”; a/ayp} be the dual 
basis of { dx’; 0”; dyi”}; using Lemma (1.3.10) the Euler-Lagrange equa- 
tions (1.3.8) are given by 
-f-~d(t-q + xi,,P A wi) = (L,: - Ai,) dx = 0 mod N 
ay, 
&,d(cp + x’,P A wi) = L,. - dX’, A oi = 0 mod N. 
Since dx z 0, x’, = hYp on N. Thinking of N as an l-jet (x’) ++ 
(x’, y”(x), ay “( x)/ax’), the Euler-Lagrange equations become 
which are the classical Euler-Lagrange equations. Similarly, one finds that 
our Euler-Lagrange equations for classical r th order variational problems 
coincide with the classical ones. 
(1.4) The Euler-Lagrange Diferential Systems; Momentum Space 
Given a variational problem (X, I, o; cp) we want to write the associated 
Euler-Lagrange equations as an involutive exterior differential system 
(J, w) on an associated manifold Y. 
Given a variational problem (X; I, w; cp), we notice that the Euler- 
Lagrange equations (1.3.8) were actually lying in the enlarged manifold 
Z = XX Rnm, where the R”m has coordinates { Ai,}. On Z, define 4 = cp 
+ z&P A ai, \k = de, and the Cartan system V(\k) to be the differential 
ideal generated by the differential forms ( OJ+: u E TT( Z)}. 
(1.4.1) PROPOSITION. The solutions to the Euler-Lagrange equations 
(1.3.8) associated to the variational problem (X; I, o; cp) are in a natural 
one-to-one correspondence with Y(%‘(\k), w) in Z. 
ProofI If N E y(f, w) satisfies (1.3.8), let s = (si) be the local coordi- 
nates on N. Then we may determine functions X’,(s) such that for all 
u E WN, T(X)), 
u~d(cp + hial? A q)(N = 0. (1.4.2) 
(Note. Strictly speaking we must extend the function x’, from N to X and 
compute d(cp + A’,P A w,). But the point is that since PIN = 0, the 
left-hand side of (1.4.2) is independent of the extension ?f the Xia’s.) 
Associated to N a?d {x’,(s)} is a natural manifold N = N X (A’,) C Z. 
It is now clear that N E .F(%?(\k), w). 
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Conversely, if Ij E 9(V(\k), w), let N = r( 3) c X, where B is the 
natural projection Z + X. Then clearly we have N E 9( I, w), and the 
condition u~\k ]fi = 0 for all u E T(X) c T(Z) shows that N satisfies 
(1.38). Q.E.D. 
In general, (%‘(\k), w) on Z is not involutive, so we have to apply the 
Cartan-Kuranishi theorem [14] to construct an involutive system (J, w) on 
an associated manifold Y from (V(q), w) on Z. To do this, let G,(Z) be 
the prolongation of the pair (Z, n), i.e., Q: G,(Z) -+ Z is the Grassmann 
bundle over Z whose fibers a-‘(z) = G,,(T,(Z)) are Grassmann manifolds 
of n-planes in the tangent space T,(Z). Notice that I’(%(*), w) c G,(Z). 
Denote by Z, c Z the image of I’(%?(*), o) under r and assume that Z, 
is a manifold. (This is not strictly necessary: in the real analytic case Z, will 
be an analytic subvariety and we may just consider the open dense subject 
of smooth points of Z, instead.) Set 
Qw) = vwl 
w  = w(Z, 
9, = \klZ,. 
Obviously we have %‘(\k,) c %i(*) but the equality may not hold. The 
point is that an integral element of (V(q), w) may not be tangent to Z,. 
However, it is not hard to see that we always have y(V(\k), w) = 
-@t~lt*h 0). 
Replacing (Z; V(q), w) by (Z,; V’,(q), w) and repeating the above 
constructions inductively, we get a sequence of exterior differential systems 
(wk(\k), w) on manifolds Z, with Z, 1 Z,,, and qk+i(\k) = V,J\k)(Zk+i. 
By the Cartan-Kuranishi theorem [14] this construction terminates with an 
involutive differential system (J, w) on a manifold Y after a finite number 
of steps. (Here, of course, in order to apply the Cartan-Kuranishi theorem, 
real analyticity or some suitable constant rank assumptions are necessary, 
we always assume these to hold.) By these constructions we see that 
(1.4.3) PROPOSITION. Y and (J, w) are characterized by 
(i) The projection ?r: V( J, w) + Y is surjective, and 
(ii) 9( J, w) = .9(5f(‘k), 0). 
(1.4.4) COROLLARY. The solutions to the Euler-Lagrange equations (1.3.8) 
associated to the variational problem (X, I, w; cp) are in a natural one-to-one 
correspondence with X( J, w) in Y. 
DEFINITION. We shall call Y the momentum space and (J, w) on Y the 
Euler-Lagrange differential system associated to the variational problem 
(x; 1, 0; cp). 
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(1.4.5) Remark. From the proof of Proposition (1.4.1) we see that 
Z E V(\k) and hence Z c J. In general, J is not a Pfathan system. 
(1.4.6) EXAMPLE. We continue Example (1.3.9) with r = 1. Using the 
notations there we set 2 = X X IR”” and the Cartan system V(\k) is then 
given by 
(i) a/axi,J\k = 6” A dxi = 0 mod N, 
(ii) a/ay;A\k = (Lyp - hi,) dx = 0 mod N, 
(iii) a/&?"J\k = LY. dx - dAi, A dxi = 0 mod N. 
Equations (i) together with o f 0 give Z C V(q). Equations (ii) imply that 
integral elements of (%( \k), dx) lie over 
2, = (x, = LYP) C z. 
It is then not hard to show, by a well-known result in PDE that if for 
general 5 = (&) E Iw n, 
(1.4.7) 
then the restriction (Vi(\k), dx) of (V(q), dx) to Z, c Z is involutive. 
That is, Y = Z,, J = V,(q). 
(1.5) Noether’s Theorem 
DEFINITION. An (infinitesimal) Noether symmetry of a variational prob- 
lem (X; I, w; cp) is given by a vector field u on X satisfying 
9”Z c z 
&cp = 0 mod I. (1.5.1) 
(1.5.2) NOETHER’S THEOREM. Zf u is a Noether symmetry of (X; I, w; cp), 
then OJ# is a closed (n - 1) form on each integral manifold N of (I, w) 
which satisjies the Euler-Lagrange equations (1.38). 
Proof. Let 8 = xi,ea A w, and u be the vector field on Z = X x R”” 
induced by u on X by the product structure. By H. Cartan’s formula and 
(1.3.8), 
d(uJ$) = d(uJ(q + 0)) + uJd(cp + 8) mod N 
=Y”(tp + 8) mod N 
=OmodN 
for every N E y(Z, w) that satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equations. Q.E.D. 
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Now since the construction of Y from (X, I, o; (p) is functorial, if F,: 
X + X is the l-parameter group induced by u, then the induced l-parame- 
ter group Ft: Y + Y in turn induces a vector field u r on Y. We call u y the 
vector field on Y induced by ZJ on X. By the natural one-to-one correspon- 
dence between 4(1, o) and the solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations 
of (X; I, w; cp), we have 
(1.5.3) COROLLARY. If u is a Noether symmetry of (X, I, w; q), then 
V~J J, y is a closed (n - 1) form on each integral manifold of (J, w) on Y. 
II. CLASSICAL 1s~ ORDER VARIATIONAL PROBLEM WITH CONSTRAINTS 
In this and the following two sections we consider a classical 1st order 
variational problem with constraints. Again we shall assume the existence 
of enough admissible variations as well as solutions to the Euler-Lagrange 
equations. 
(11.1) The Euler-Lagrange Equations 
(11.1.1) Problem. To minimize jf(x’; y”(x); 6’y”(x)/Jx’) dx subject to 
constraints g”(x’; y”(x); 8yn(x)/8xi) = 0, where 1 s i I n; 1 I a I m; 
l<a<k. 
(11.1.2) Assumptions. (i) 0 5 k I m (so the k constraints form a non- 
overdetermined PDE system). 
(ii) (The nonholonomic condition) detl(~g”/Jy,P(I # 0. 
Here, and throughout this paper, the ranges of indices are 
1 I i, j I n; 2Sp,q<n 
1 Ia,Plm; 1 I CT, p 4 k; k+lly,d<m. 
To write Problem (11.1.1) in the form of our setting, we set 
x= {g”=O} cJ’(W,R”) 
I = H’(X, where H1 = the canonical system on J’(W ‘, W “) 
o = dx 
93 =fdx, where f denotes fix. 
Using the standard local coordinates (xi; ya; y:) on J’(R”, Rm), we see 
that X has coordinates (xi; y”; y;; y:) and by Assumption (11.1.2), we 
may assume that the g” ‘s are of the form 
go( xi; yy y;) = yl” - h”( xi; ya; y;; y:). 
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Thus our problem (X, I, w; ‘p) is 
x = (xi; y”; y;; y:) 
I= 
{ 
8” = dy” - h” dx’ - y; dxp 
13” = dy” - y; dx’ 
w = dx 
cp =fdx, where f = f(x’; y”; yp”; yiy). 
Following the prescription in Section (1.4) we set 2 = X X Rg”“, # = cp + 
Ai’,8” A dxi, and \k = d$. Then the Cartan system V(\k) is found to be 
(i) a/&v,J\k = 8” A dxi = 0 mod N, 
(ii) a/$?,“J‘k = ( fYi - PPh$ - A$) dx = 0 mod N, 
(iii) a/a#J\k = ( fYY - AIPh;: - Ai,) dx = 0 mod N, 0~1.3) 
(iv) 0” = a/ad*J\k 
= 
(f Y0 - A’,h$.) dx - dh’, A dx, = 0 mod N. 
By (ii) and (iii) we see that 
2, = (A{ = fyi - A’ph;;; Ai7 = fyT - hl,h$,) c 2 
and %?i(\k) = {P, O’} IZ,. By our general assumption of the existence of 
solutions to the Euler-Lagrange equations (note also that when restricted 
to Z,, Eqs. (i) and (iv) above are just the usual classical Euler-Lagrange 
equations where {A’,} play the role of Lagrange multipliers), we see that 
through every point p E Z,, there is an integral element (p, E) E 
V(%‘i(\k), w); thus we have 
Y = the associated momentum space = Z, 
and 
(J, w) = the associated Euler-Lagrange system 
= (V+P),dx) = ({8”,O”}~Y,dx). 
Note that Y has local coordinates (xi; y a; y,“; y,‘; A”), where we have 
replaced the AlO’s by P’s, and that the Euler-Lagrange equations are just 
{WlY = O}. 
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In order to compute all the conservation laws of the Euler-Lagrange 
equations, we have to prolong the system (Y, J, w). To do this, first notice 
that after prolonging once, the Euler-Lagrange equations { 0” 1 Y = 0} are 
given by 
F” = - (f- XPfpyy. - 
[ 
-&(f- XPhP).“p. - A;] = 0 
(11.1.4) 
FY = - (f- iV’hP)yy - -&f- hPhP)yy = 0. I 
(This is based on the important fact that all the On’s are of the form 
T: A wi for some (n - 1) forms V& cf. (11.1.3) and the defining equations of 
Y = Z,.) 
(11.1.5) Nondegenerate Assumption. Assume that 
Wlf,~,; - XPh;,,f)I # 0. 
Under Assumption (1I.l.Q by the Morse lemma, locally by a change of 
coordinates in (y:) we may make 
f yly; - XPh;,,; = f$ for all y, 8. 
Without loss of generality, we may further assume that (notice that our 
problem has nothing to do with the signature) 
f yry; - XPh;,,: = 6,s for all y, 6. 
Hence we have, by (11.1.4) 
F” = Xl - G”(x’; y”; y;; y,s; xp; y,,+ yi”p; A;) = 0 
FY = yll - GY( x’; y”; yp”; y:; P; y,“,; y;; xp,) = 0 
(11.1.6) 
for some functions G”, GY. 
Next we define (cf. (11.1.6)) 
i 
F” = h”l - G” 
9, = FY = y& - GY 
F m+o := -g” = my; + h” = myi’ + Gm+o, 
where we have set G”+” := h”. The (formal) infinite prolongation (i.e., the 
projective limit of the finite order prolongations) of the system (J, w) on Y 
is then (cf. [6]) an involutive differential system (J”, o) on a (infinite- 
dimensional) manifold Y”. Now by the process of the prolongation it is 
evident that Y” is naturally sitting in an in&rite jet bundle Gw(Y) := 
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Jbo(R I’, R nl+k) = (x’; yp; A;), Z E N”, where 
and 
Y” = {J& := c?fl = 0, Z E N”} c G”(Y), 
(J”, w) = the restriction to Ym of the canonical Pfaffian 
differential system ( H” , dx) on Gm ( Y) . 
We record these as 
Y” - Gm( Y) = J”(R”, !Rm+k) (2; y;; A”,), z E N”, 
L J (11.1.7) 
Y 
where the “vertical” arrows are easily seen to be smjective. Notice that 
Ym c G”(Y) is defined by -ad, := { a’?t: Z E IV”} = 0 and thus it has 
local coordinates (x’; z ’ * o, z& ~a)+~; &), Q E (0) X N”-’ and the z’s and 
p’s are the restrictions of the y’s and the A’s to Ym. For the sake of 
simplicity, from now on we will adapt the following change of notations: 
(11.1.8) Notation. Let N = m + k, 1 I ~1, b I N. Define I” by I* = y” 
(1 I cy I m); I”+” = A” (1 5 u I k); and let k” be the restriction of I” to 
Y', i.e., k” = za! (1 I (Y I m) and km+” = @’ (1 I u I k). 
Using (11.1.9), we have 
x1= {F”}, 
-ab, = {a'91j = {aW: ZEN"}, 
G”(Y) = {(xi; I,“)}, z E WI”, 
Y” = ((xi; k;; k;,+,)), Q E (0) x IV’-‘, 
and the canonical Pfaffian system (H”, o) on G”(Y) is 
H” = (6,; = dl; - 1;+Cij dx’) 
o = dx = dx’ A . . . Adx”. 
(11.1.10) PROPOSITION. There are natural one-to-one correspondences 
{ Solutions to the Euler-Lagrange equations of (X; I, o; cp)} 
trf ((J,w)onY) 
fi ((Jm,w)onY”). 
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(11.2) Splittings of Q*(Gm(Y)) and Q*(Y) 
For z E G”(Y), define the horizontal space Hz c T,(Gm(Y)) by H, = 
(Hm): , then Hz = span{ a,}, = (a,),, where 
Let H = U,H, = ( ai) and V = U,V, with V, = (a/al;),, then it is clear 
that these give a splitting of the tangent bundle T(Gm(Y)) with T(Gm(Y)) 
= V @ H. Notice also that H lifts every u E IT(Y) to a unique v” E 
IT(Gm( Y)) in the obvious way. Let V* = (61,“) and H* = (dx’) be the 
dual spaces of V and H, respectively; then it is clear that P(G”(Y)) = 
V* 0 H* and hence 
a':= Q'(G'=(Y)) = $ Ctp,q. 
p+lJ=r 
Notice that on W Q, the exterior differentiation is d = 6 + ( - 1)p a, where 
on Cm(Gm(Y)), 
a 
S = E @ 81; = the vertical differentiation 
I 
a = ai@ dxi = the horizontal differentiation. 
Let 6” = (- a)‘( a/al;) be the classical “Euler-Lagrange operator,” then 
by (11.1.4) we have, for f:= f + XpgP, 
(11.2.1) LEMMA. Fa = Pi Va = 1, . . . , N. 
Next, for z E Y” c Gm(Y), since Hz: (a,), and $m is aruEd, we 
have HZ5 Tz(Ym) and so H restricts to H = HI YWL No&e that (H)’ = 
J”. Let V = V n lT(Y”), then we have T( Ym) = I’ @H and thus 
@ := fy(Y”) = $ QP,9* 
p+4=r 
Now let i: Y”” + Gm(Y) be the inclusion. Since H is flat, i.e., drH L = 0 
mod l?H’ , we have 
dl?G’ = i*drH’ = Omodi*I’H1 = I’Hl, 
i.e., fl is flat. Hence on GJ’,‘J, d has only (1.0) and (0,l) components. If we 
still call these 6 and (-l)Pa, we have on WQ, d = S + (-1)Pa. 
DEFINITION. A higher order conservation law of the Euler-Lagrange 
equations (1.3.8) is given by an (0, n - 1) form n on Ym whose restriction 
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to any integral manifold s E $(P, o) is closed, i.e., n($(N) is closed 
whenever N E S( J, w). 
Now d2 = 0 implies that S 
(OP.4; 8, 8) and (a 
2 = 8 2 = 68 - 86 = 0, so we get bicomplexes 
Ps9; 8, a). We define the filtrations 
I;PQ’ = $ Q26.9 
P’U 
p,+9=r 
FP@ = $ aP’.9; 
P’>P 
p’+q=r 
the corresponding spectral sequences will be denoted by (E,? I, d,) and 
(E,? ‘, d,), respectively. 
(11.2.2) COROLLARY. E’s n- ’ = { nontrivial higher order conservation laws 
of the Euler-Lagrange equ:tions associated to (X, I, o; q)}. 
(11.3) The Spectral Sequence E,? ’ 
Let V be the abelian Lie algebra W” and SJ the symmetric algebra. 
Then V acts on SJ and hence on WP := AP(W” Q SJ). This induces an 
action of 5’J on Wp. Let A, = Wp/V. Wp. 
(11.3.1) THEOREM. (i) For r 2 1, E:’ = W, E:q = 0 if (p, q) # (0, 0), 
q # n. 
(ii) For r 2 2, E,!‘*g = 0 if (p, q) # (0,O). 
(iii) Ep n 2 Cm(G”(Y))/i3,Cm(Gm(Y)) + - * * + i?,$?(Gm(Y)). 
(iv) Ef’y” z C”(G”(Y)) Q A, for alp > 0. 
(v) The map Coo(G”(Y))N + E,‘,” given by (g”) + [g”61” A dx] in- 
duces the isomorphism in (iv) for the case p = 1. 
Proof: (iii) is obvious. Since Gm(Y) is contractible, to prove (i), (ii), and 
(iv), it suffices to show that, for p > 0, Ef.9 = 0 if q I n - 1 and Ef’, ’ z 
C=‘(G”(Y)) 8 A,. 
Now fix p > 0. Let (C*, d) = (El, *, do) and ‘Fk = ‘F’(C*) be the 
(infinite but convergent) filtration of C* defined by 
‘Fk(C9) = C”‘(G=‘(Y)) 8 (82 A --. ASI;; @ dxh A ..a Adxjq: 
then we have 
c*c3 0-e 3 F”(C*) I F:‘(C*) 3 .-- 3 F:“(C*) 3 .a.. 
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Let (‘E,“, ‘, d;) be the spectral sequence associated to ‘F“; then it is obvious 
that 
‘Es*’ = Cm(Gm(Y)) 0 
8 (61;; A . . . ~61;; 8 dxjl A --. Adxk+,: cl&l = Ij 
and dh: ‘El,* + ‘E,$%‘+’ is given by d6 = 1 @ 8 8 1. Hence 
‘E; = $ ‘E,Ss f 
s+t=q 
= C”(G”(Y)) 8 (61;; A .-. ~61;; 8 dx-j’ A .-. r\dx$ 
and d;: ‘E,4 --f EJ+l is given by d; = 1 QD i9 8 1. Let (c’*, 2) c (C*, d) be 
the subcomplex defined by c’* = AP( 61,“) 8 A*( dx’) and d = d( c* = iI 8 
1, it is obvious that (‘E;, d,$) = (Cm(Gm(Y)) @ c*, 1 0 2) as complexes. 
Hence we have Ef’, 4 = Hj (El* *) = Hj(C*) = ‘Ez. o 
(11.3.2) LEMMA. W(c*) = 0 ifq < n; H”(C*) = A,. 
Assuming the lemma, we have then 
‘Ef = fQ(‘E,*) = H,(I,,(Cm(Go3(Y)) 8 c*) 
i 
0 q<n 
= Cm(Gm(Y)) 8 A, q= n. 
In particular, ‘E,* degenerates for r 2 1 and hence 
0 
E[>Q = tE; = 
ifq<n 
P(G=‘(Y)) @A, ifq=n. 
This proves (i), (ii), and (iv) of Theorem (11.3.1) modulo Lemma (11.3.2). 
Noting that A, z RN, (v) is now easily verified. Q.E.D. 
To prove Lemma (11.3.2), we recall some results on the cohomologies of 
the abelian Lie algebras. For this we let V be the abelian Lie algebra R” 
and W a V-module. Let { C*( V, IV); d } be the standard cochain complex, 
i.e., 
C”( v, w) = ilpv* Q w  
dw(u,,... ) up+l) = ( -l)‘-‘Vio(v,, . . .) &,. . .) u,+i) 
for w  E CP(V, W) and ui,. . ., up+, E I? Notice that H”C*(V, W) = 
W/V. W. The following results can be found in, e.g., [12]. 
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(11.3.3) LEMMA. 
HqC*( v, s*v) = 
i 
0 ifq < n w 
ifq= n. 
From this it is easy to verify that 
(11.3.4) COROLLARY. If W is a free &V-module or a direct summand of a 
free &V-module, then H*C*( V, W) = 0 for p < n. 
Proof of Lemma (11.3.2). Recall that Wp = AP(R”’ @ S,V) which, as a 
&V-module, is a direct summand of a free &V-module OP(lR” @ &V). 
The lemma now follows from the fact that c* = C*( V, Wp) and Corollary 
(11.3.4). Q.E.D. 
(11.3.5) COROLLARY. Every element g,“SI,” A dx E !& ” can be uniquely 
expressed as g”61” A dx mod J@“-’ with g” = (- J)‘g,“. 
Proofi It is elementary to check that 
g,“61,” A dx - g”SI” A dx E aQ1~“-l, 
and the uniqueness follows from (v) of Theorem (11.3.1). Q.E.D. 
In some cases some of the independent variables would behave as 
parameters, and in such cases we must modify the bicomplex 9** * and 
hence get a different spectral sequence E,!‘* 4. To do this, let Iws be the 
parameter space and consider the trivial extension to G’(Y) := G’(Y) X RS 
of the canonical system (H’, w) on G1( Y), we get 
G’(f) := G’(Y) x R” 
and its infinite prolongation 
Gm(y) = G”(Y) x R” 
Define h* = IJ*(Gm(Y))/ti*(BBS) and, using the splitting of Q*(G”(Y)), 
we have 
fj* = g)Q*.* 
@‘-q = Cm@“(~)) o AJ’(Sl;) @ hq(dx’). 
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Notice that d on OP.9 has the same formula as that on QP*4(GW(Y)). 
Define the filtration Fp(b*) by 
Let (E,? ‘(Y), J,.) be the spectral sequence associated to l? Analogous to 
Theorem (11.3.1) we have 
(11.3.6) THEOREM. LA f = Y X R” with R” as theparumeter space, then 
or 
q+n!i) F 
r 2 1, E:‘(p) = Cm(Rs), E,P.q(?) = 0 if (p, q) f (O,O), 
(ii) For r 2 2, Ej’.q( f) = 0 for (p, q) Z (0,O). 
(iii) E:-“(f) z Cw(Gm(~))/8,Cm(Gm(~)) + * - * +8,C”(G”(F)). 
(iv) E[,“(f) z Cm(Gm(?)) @ A, for ullp > 1. 
(v) The map Cm(G”(f))N --$ Et,“(f) given by (g”) - [gW” A dx] 
induces the isomorphism in (iv) for the case p = 1. 
III. THE SPACE OF PRE-CONSERVATION LAWS ,!?:,'-l 
Since ,!?F’-l = h t e space of higher order conservation laws of the 
Euler-Lagrange system (J, w) and it will be shown that for n > 1, d,: 
EO,n-1 ~ Q-1 
1 is injective, it is natural to have the following. 
DEFINITION. E1,“-l is called the space of pre-conservation laws of the 
Euler-Lagrange sykem (J, 0). 
In this section we shall write @ ‘-’ as the solution space of some linear 
differential operator with explicit formula. To some extent this gives a 
rough measure on the size of the space i?p ‘-l. As will be mentioned in 
Section V below, this also gives a new method of computing the conserva- 
tion laws of certain types of determined PDE systems. 
(111.1) The Spaces &‘v 4 
Assume n 2 2. Fix p 2 0. Let t = x1, x’ = (x2, . . . , x”). On Y” we 
define the filtration 
IF0 = &b* 
‘F’ = @=,* A dt 
IF2 = 0. 
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Then it is clear that ‘F is compactible with 6’ and if we denote by 
(FE,? ‘, d,) the induced spectral sequence, we have 
@‘A = &‘@I’,*) =“Ez = $ P,Qt. (111.1.1) 
s+t=q 
We recall that Y” has local coordinates (xi; k& kT,,+,), it is then easy to 
see the following. 
(111.1.2) LEMMA. (i) pEzt 2 Cm(Ym) Q hP(Gk& Sk&,+,) @ A’(a59) 
with do: PE$’ +PE$ t’l dejned by d, = (a, Q 1 + 1 0 8,) 8 dx? 
(ii) (PE$ *, d,) z (PE$ *, d,) as complexes. 
(iii) J’E$ * = 0 for all s 2 2. 
(111.1.3) COROLLARY. (i) ,?f7q = $ J’E;*’ for allp, q. 
s+t=q 
(ii) @“-1 =I@“-1 &E;,“-2. 
Now recall that Y has local coordinates (x’; k”; ki; k,Y; km+O). Thinking 
of k: as new functions, we define Z = J’(W”-‘, W”‘) X JO@“-‘, Mm)/- , 
where - identifies the W “‘s in the jet spaces. Here the first factor has local 
coordinates (x’J; k”; ki) and the second has (x4; k7; km+‘). We have 
YzZxRR,=2, 
where R t is considered as a parameter space in Z. If we endow with Z the 
(obvious) Pfaffian system 
tl; = dk” - k; dxq, (Y=l ,***, m 
oz = dx= A . . . r\dx” Z 0 
and form G”(Z) and G”(Z) as we described in Sections II.1 and 11.3, 
using the notation k:,, = k&,,,, we have 
Y” EZ (x4; k;;; k;,Q) x (t) 
= G”“(Z) x (t) 
= G”(p). (111.1.4) 
(111.1.5) LEMMA. (“E$ ‘, do) = (E$‘( g), a,). 
Proof: 
E;*‘( 2) = C”O(G@‘(j)) 8 M(Sk& Skle) QD At(dxq) 
= - Cm( Ym) 0 A$( Sk;, 6k{, a) 0 N( dx’l) 
&E$’ 
by Lemma (111.1.2) while do = J, is obvious. Q.E.D. 
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Since it will be quoted quite ofte_n later on, we now give the analogy of 
Theorem (11.3.6) for the mamfold Z. (Notice that there are 2m “generating 
functions” {k”, /cl} in Gm(Z).) 
(111.16) THEOREM. (i) For r 2 1, E:‘(Z) = C”(R,) = P({t}), 
E,?(z) = 0 if (P, 4) # (W), 4 f n - 1. 
(ii) For r 2 2, E,!‘, q(2) = 0 if (p, q) # (0,O). 
(iii) Ef+‘(z) z Cm(Gm(~))/~2Cm(GorJ(~))+ . . . + Q?(G’=@)). 
(iv) Efy “+‘(z) z Cm(Gw( 2)) 8 A”, for all p > 0. 
(v) The map Cm(Gm(f))2”’ --j Et*“-‘( 2) giuen by (g”, gf) c) 
[g”Sk” A dx’ + g:Skr A dx’] induces the isomorphism in (iv) for the case 
p = 1. 
Remark. The Jp in (iv) of Theorem (111.1.6) is defined similar to the A, 
in Theorem (11.3.6) as follows. Let V be the abelian Lie algebra BP”-I, SJ 
the symmetric algebra, Wp = AJ’(R~~ Q &V), and i,, = W,/V * Wp. 
(111.1.7) COROLLARY. The mappings u: Cm(Ym)2m +‘@ “-I given by 
(g”, g;) + [g”iSk” A dx’ + gl6k[ A dx’] and u: Cm(Yec)2m *lE:,“-l 
given by (go, g[) c) [g%k” A dx + g:Skl A dx] are isomorphisms. 
Proof: By (111.1.4), (ii) of (111.1.2) (IIIlS), and (v) of (111.1.6). Q.E.D. 
The main observation in this section is the following. 
(111.1.8) PROPOSITION. For n 2 2, (i) EF” = W and (ii) J!?/‘*~ = 0 if 
(p, 4) + (O,O), 9 3 n - 2. 
Proof. (i) By Lemma (111.15) and Theorem (111.1.6) we have the follow- 
ing commutative diagram 
where A-‘(g) = [g] .‘J!$’ and B-‘(g) = [gdt] E’E~*‘. So by Corollary 
(111.1.3), @’ =‘A’$’ = kerd, = ker d/at = W. 
(ii) Case 1. p = 0. If n = 2, (ii) is void, so assume n > 2. By Lemmas 
(111.1.2), (111.1.5) and Theorem (111.1.6), we have 
oE;J = 0 foralll<t<n-2andalls, 
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SO 
@q= $ oE;LO for 1 I q I n - 2. 
s+t=q 
Case 2. p > 0. Again by Lemmas (111.1.2), (111.1.5) and Theorem (111.1.6), 
PE;.’ = 0 foralll it in - 2andalls, (111.1.9) 
SO 
@‘+?= $ PE7LO for0 I ql n - 2. Q.E.D. 
s+t=q 
(111.1.10) COROLLARY. (i) For n > 2, @“-l = 0, i.e., 0 --t ,?p”-l 
2 El,“-1 
1 is exact. 
(ii) For n = 1, ,?$’ = W, i.e., 0 + W + EF” 2 ,!?;,” is exact. 
(iii) jjjv n-1 = 0. 
Proof By Proposition (111.1.8), E$“-’ = 0, and so 
EO,n-1 2 
2 
EO,n-1 = ffn-I 
(Y”O,W = (“R 
ifn22 
m ifn=l, 
since Y” is contractible. This proves (i) and (ii). Now (iii) follows from 
El,“-1 2 @n-l 
2 00 c & = H”(Y’=, W) = 0. Q.E.D. 
(111.1.11) COROLLARY. ,!?iYnpl P~@"-~. 
Proof: By Corollary (111.1.3) and Eq. (111.1.9). Q.E.D. 
(111.2) The Space of Pre-conservation Laws @n-1 
Extend the operators ai and a/al; on Cm(GW(Y)) to a*~* by setting 
ai dxj = 0, a$%; = SI,“,,,,, and a/al; = 0 on fi*v*/CW(Gm(Y)). Then we 
have 
(111.2.1) LEMMA. Denote the elements of Cm(Ym)2m by g = (g”, gl). 
Dejine a linear diferential operator B: Cw(Yoo)2m + Cm( Ym)2m by 
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where it is understood that the G’s are being restricted to Ym; then the 
diagram 




Cm( y,)2m + ‘E;. n-1 
commutes, where the isomorphisms u and v are those given by Corollary 
(111.1.7). 
Proof. For g E Coo(Ym)2m, we have 
d,u(g) = [ &(g”Sk” + g,rSk:) A dx] 
aG”+” aGY aG” 
= a,gPGk” + goak”6k; + g:=ilk; + g”+” =“k; 
Q Q Q 
aG”+” 
(a,g: + g$Sk: + g”~~k:,p 
l>Q 
+g:;Sk:Q + g”+” -$ak;,, 
:,Q I',Q I 1 A dx , 
which is just vb( g) by using integration by parts. Q.E.D. 
(111.2.2) LEMMA. Denote an element of Cm(G”(Y))N by g = (g”). De- 
fine a linear diferential operator LB:: C@‘(G”(Y))N + Cm(G”(Y))N by 
Since ~3: maps yc into &N, it induces a map 3:: Cao(Ym)N * C*(Ym)N, 
and we have ker 8 z ker 9:. 
Proof. Define a projection v: Cm(Ym)2m + Cm(Ym)N by v(g”, gy, 
g m+“, gly) - (-g”, gy, g”+Y ). For g = (g”, g:) E CQl(Ym)2m, b(g) = 0 
means 
(i) alga + (-a)Q(gm+qaG~/ak;) + gqaGm+P/ak;) + 
g’(aG’/akz) = 0, and 
(ii) gy = - alg; - (- a)Q(gm+p( aGp/ak[, Q) + g’( aG”+P/dk{,Q) 
+ g’(aG”/ak;,,) = 0. (111.2.3) 
On the other hand, by the definition of the F’s, it is not hard to see that 
v(ker S) c kerg-,* and hence (111.2.3) shows that v((ker 8) is a bijection 
onto ker 3:. Q.E.D. 
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(111.2.4) COROLLARY. @n-l = ’ Ep n-1 = ker 8 = ker 8;. 
ProoJ: By Corollary (III.l.ll), Lemmas (111.2.1) and (111.2.2). Q.E.D. 
IV. HIGHER ORDER NOETHER SYMMETRIES, CONSERVATION 
LAWS, AND NOETHER’S THEOREM 
This section is the heart of the paper. In it we will give the definition of 
higher order Noether symmetries which generalizes the notion of the 
classical Noether symmetries and then deduce a higher order Noether’s 
theorem with explicit formula in intrinsic terms identifying the higher order 
conservation laws and the higher order Noether symmetries. In the mean 
time, these are also identified with the solution space of a linear differential 
operator and with its explicit formula, the conservation laws associated to 
individual problems may then be computed. A solution to the “inverse 
problem of the calculus of variations” (see, e.g., [17]) is also obtained as a 
by-product. 
(IV.l) Higher Symmetries 
DEFINITIONS. (i) 9’(a) = { u E TTY”: P’J’~ c IE}. 
(ii) 9’(Ym) = the space of higher symmetries on Y” = Y(H)/I%. 
Let Y”(g) = sP( p) n I’v, it is clear that 9( Ym) = 9’“(g) as Lie alge- 
bras. By defining the spaces Y(Gm(Y)) and Y”(H) analogously, we also 
have 9( G”( Y)) a 9”‘(H). 
Remark. Notice that 9(YcL)) corresponds to those u E I’TX satisfying 
$c”I c Z as in Definition (1.51). 
(IV.l.l) LEMMA. The map Cm(Gm(Y))N + Y(G”(Y)) z 9’(H) given 
by (g”) I+ [a’g”(a/aly+” ) + dkm+O( i?/al;) + a’gy( a/dlJ)] is an iso- 
morphism. 
Proof: Let u = IJ;(c~/~~~+~) + u~+*(a/al;) + uJ(a/aly) E W, then 
u E 9”“(H) is equivalent to 9” ai E I’H for every i, and the lemma follows 
from the fact that 
a 
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(IV.1.2) LEMMA. For u E IT, u E 9”(H) if and only if 2’“6 = 0 for all 
w E IT(Y). Here 3 is the lift of w to I’T(G”( Y)) by H. 
Proof. It is obvious from the proof of Lemma (IV.l.l). Q.E.D. 
Now define a linear differential operator 9,: 
Cm(Gm(Y))N -+ Cm(GQJ(Y))N 
by 
for g = (g”) E Cm(G”(Y>)N. Notice that 9: is the adioint operator of 
zB~ and since 9F maps yW N into itself, it induces a map .9+ Coc(Ym)N + 
Cw(YyN. 
(IV.1.3) PROPOSITION. The map C”(G”(Y))N --* Cm(Ym, T(Gm(Y))) 
given by (g”) +3 J’gp(8/a_ly+P) + J’g”*‘(i3/8l,P) + f3’gs(8/f31,S)J Ym in- 
duces an isomorphism ker BF = ,Y’( Ym). 
(IV.1.4) LEMMA. (i) For u E 9”(H), 9” = l(u)6 + St(u) and l(u)8 = 
h(u). 
(ii) For u E 9”(H), 22’” = t(u)6 + &(u) and t(u)8 = al(u). 
(iii) For w E IT(Y) and 3 E IIT the lift ofw to Y”, on @‘,* we 
haue 5?+ = (-l)J’(l($)a - at($)) and ~($‘)a + &(~TJ) = 0. 
(iv) For u E T’(H) and w E lT(Y), A?“$ = 0. 
\ 
Here, in (ii) and (iii) it is understood that d = 6 + (- l)p8 is the exterior 
derivative defined on &‘*Q, while in (i), it is on !Pq. 
Proof. For (i) using Cartan’s formula we see that it suffices to show that 
S-=$l~o c W” and 9,,Q”J c 520v1, which are quite obvious. (ii) and (iii) are 
similar to (i). (iv) follows from (ii), (iii), and the fact that 68 = 81% Q.E.D. 
(IV.1.5) LEMMA. For u E 9’“(H), let g” = u . km+‘, gy = u . ky, g”+” 
= u . k” and g”, SY, g”‘+a any extensions to Cm(Gm(Y)). Then 6 := 
8 ‘g”“( 8/81~‘“) + a’grn+‘( a/al;) + a’g’( a/817) E 9’“(H) and u” is tan- 
gent to Y” with 61 Y” = u. 
Proof That fi E 9”(H) is obvious by Lemma (IV.l.l). It remains thus 
to show for any z s YW, &. 1; = uz . k& and cz - I,“,,,, = uz. k,” o. Let 
8: P(G”O(Y)) + Cm(Ym) be the natural projection, Lemma (IV.1:2), (iv) 
of Lemma (IV.1.4), and the fact that rai = ain give T( v” . lb) = ~(6 . 
8Qly) = JQgY = u. k& and hence Z . 16 = u, . k;Z for ah z E Ym. The 
other equations follow from the samezarguments. Q.E.D. 
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(IV.1.6) LEMMA. Let g = (g”) E Coo(Gm(Y))N, then 
u g := a'gya/al,m+y + a'gm+qa/ar;) + algy(a/ay) 
is tangent to Y”O if and only if BF( g) E 9wN, 
Proof. By the definition of Ym, ug is tangent to Y” if and only if 
ug - a’Fa = 0 for all a, I. By Lemma (IV.l.l), (iv) of Lemma (IV.1.4), and 
the fact that 9W is ai-closed, these are in turn equivalent to ug . F” = 0 for 
all a. But ug . F” = (gFg)’ for all 0. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Proposition (IV.1.3). Define A: 9;‘(9:) --) 9’( Ym) a Y”(H) 
by g - ugl Y”, where ug is defined in Lemma (IV.1.6). By Lemmas (IV.l.l) 
and (IV.1.6), A is well defined. 
Now for any u E 9’(Ym), construct g, g, and u” as in Lemma (IV.1.5). 
Then fi is tangent to Ym and hence by Lemma (IV.1.6), g E 9;‘(#2). 
Lemma (IV.1.5) then gives A(g) = u and thus A is surjective, i.e., Y(Y”) 
z .9;‘(JJ)/kerA = .9;1(&“)/.9&v. Let rr: Coo(G”(Y))N --) CW(YW)N be 
the canonical projection, then since rr 0 gF = gF 0 rr, we conclude that 
ker gF = ker( rr Q gF)/9J = &‘(&“)/9: z sP( Ym). Q.E.D. 
(IV.2) Higher Symmetries and Pre-conseruation Laws; Inverse Problem 
of the Calculus of Variations 
On Cm(Gm( Y)), define operators 
8F” 
D; = -aI 
ar; 
and 
D,“*(a) = (-a)' 
(IV.2.1) COROLLARY. For g E Cm(Gm( Y))N, 
(L&g)’ = D;g”‘+” + Ds”g’ + D;+,gP 
(9;g)” = D;*g”+P + D,G*g’ + D,“+Pgp. 
(IV.2.2) PROPOSITION. 9JF is self-&joint, i.e., .Qp = 93. 
(IV.2.3) COROLLARY. For n 2 2, 
EO,n-1 L) p-1 &@,n-1 
1 
s kerB= ker!8; = kergF z 9(Y”). 
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Before proving Proposition (IV.2.2) we need several lemmas and recall 
the operators 8” in Section 11.2. 
(IV.2.4) LEMMA. 8” = 0 on dQ*yn-l. 
Proof. Let w E Q p,n-l then w  = rpi A dxi for some +i E a2p.O. By 
linearity we may assume that w  = 4 A dxj for some 4 E W” for some i. 
Since [a/al;, aj] = a/al;+, if I2 (i) and 0 otherwise, we have 
6aao = (-a)' -$a;4 A dx) 
= (-a)'a,&+h dx+ (-a)1+(i)$4A do 
I 
= 0. Q.E.D 
(IV.2.5) LEMMA. [6=, 61 = 0 for all a. 
Proof. The proof is elementary by definitions. Q.E.D. 
(IV.2.6) LEMMA. For g E Cm(Gm(Y)), there is u unique (up to ex- 
actness) wg E Q1v n-1 such that G(gdx) = SagSI” A dx + &,a+ 
Proof Obvious by Corollary (11.3.5). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Proposition (IV.2.2). By the definitions of the D’s, D*‘s, and 
F’s, we have 
D,“*(Sl” A dx) = Sb(F”Sla A dx) 
= -S”(sfhx - auf) by (11.2.1), (IV.2.5), and (IV.2.6) 
= GFbdx by (11.2.1), (IV.2.4), and (IV.2.5) 
= DbSla A dx. a 
Thus (D;* - D,6)Sl” A dx = 0 for all b. But notice that for fixed a, 
(D;* - 0,“) is of the form gj’a ‘, and it is easy to see that this should imply 
Da* = 0,” for all a, b. Thus 9: = 9p Q.E.D. b 
Now we are in the position to give a solution to the inverse problem of 
the calculus of variations (cf. e.g., [17]). It asks when a given determined 
system of PDEs can be written as the form of Euler-Lagrange equations. 
For this we let u = 0 be a determined system of PDEs, i.e., u = (u(l) E 
Cm(G”(Y))N. 
(IV.2.7) PROPOSITION. There exists a function L E Cm(Gm(Y))N such 
that 6”L = un if and only if 9: = 9,,. 
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Proofi The “only if” part can be shown by exactly the same way as that 
for Proposition (IV.2.2). Now suppose that 9: = 9,,, then 
G(Ub81b A dx) = WA (-a)’ A dx mod 8fi2qn-i 
= - (9,(8/“))” A 61” A dx, since 9: = 9” 
= -S(uW” A dx). 
Thus 8(~“81” A dx) E 6’fi2,“-l. By Theorem (II.J.l), Ei,” = 0, so there 
are L E Cm(Gm(Y)) and w  E a’*“-* such that 
u%i” A dx = SL A dx + au, 
By Corollary (11.3.5) and the definition of 6, we conclude that 6”L = un. 
Q.E.D. 
(IV.3) Higher Order Noether Symmetries 
By Corollary (IV.2.3), for n 2 2 we have injections A: Era- “-I - ker gF 
and I% EFn-i - 9( Ym). Naturally we have 
DEFINITION. The image of Sz in 9’(Ym) is called the space of higher 
order Noether symmetries on Y”. We shall show, in Section (IV.4), that 
this generalizes the “Noether symmetries” we defined in Section (1.5). 
(IV.3.1) LEMMA. For g E Cm(Gw(Y)), 6”aig = 0. 
ProoJ: Since S and 8 commute, by Lemma (IV.2.6), 
PaigW’ A dx = 8 (Ggdx, - uaig), 
and thee uniqueness forces that S”aig SI” A dx = 0. Q.E.D. 
Let [Cm(Gm(Y))] = Coo(Gm(Y))/a,C”(Gm(Y)) + ... + 
anCm(Gm(Y)). Define A: [Cm(Gm(Y))] + C”‘(Gm(Y))N by A[g] = (8”). 
Then A is well defined by Lemma (IV.3.1). 
(IV.3.2) LEMMA. For g E ?(G”(Y)), gdx E Im a if and on& if A[g] 
= 0. 
Proo$ Notice that d,: E.,@ n --, Et,” is induced by 6, it is then elemen- 
tary to check that the diagram 





Cm(Gm(Y))N + E;,” 
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commutes, where A and B are the isomorphisms given by Theorem (11.3.1). 
Hence ker A = E$ n = 0 and so A[ g] = 0 iff g dx E Im a. Q.E.D. 
In order to avoid confusions, from now on we shall denote the deriva- 
tions on Y” by an overhead bar. Thus the exterior differentiation on @‘, 4 
is given by d= 8 + (-l)@. Notice that a, = a,,] Y” for p 2 2. Define 
operators @’ and 6: on Cm(Ym) by 
jjq.) = (-a)Q I . I 
Similar to Lemma (IV.3.1) we have 
(IV.3.3) LEMMA. For g E CW(Ym), @;g = @,g = 0. 
(IV.3.4) PROPOSITION. If-a E E, -o*n-1 is represented by a’ dxiz ti”*n-l, 
then Ao = r$ = (c#f) E ker BF is giuen by (p” = - 8”a’, (py = 6:u’, and 
+ 
m+o = p?l+oal 
Proof: Notice first that by Lemma (IV.3.3) $“a’, 8$‘, and fi”‘+‘u’ are 
functions depending only on w  but not on the choice of its representative 
(0, n - 1) from ui dx,. Now under the isomorphisms 
El,“-1 
1 
zl@“-’ z kerdz ker$?; z kerg’,, 
d,w E @“-l corresponds to [bu’ A dx’] = [(bbu’8kb + fi~ubk~) A dx’] 
~~ EF”-l and in turn corresponds to (zbul, @‘a’) E kerd and hence to 
(cf. the identification in the proof of (111.2.2)) 
( - 6°u1, &z’, ~“‘+“u’) E ker 3; = ker SF. Q.E.D. 
Now, thinking of Cm(YW) as a sub-algebra of Cm(Gm(Y)) via the 
natural inclusion Cm( Ym) - P(G”‘(Y)) sending k& k:,Q to 12, f&+Q, 
respectively, we have C”“(G”(Y)) = Cm(Yao) $ &. 
(IV.3.5) PROPOSITION. For $I = (v) E C”(Ym)N c C”(G”(Y))N, the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) $3 E Im A, i.e., $8 = Aa for a unique w E iZF”-l. 
(ii) I#I sutisjies 6’(+“Fm+” + $I~FY + +m+“F”) = 0. 
Proof. (i) =$ (ii). Let w  E ~!?:“-i be represented by q = u’ dxi E 
a”,n-l. By Proposition (IV.3.4), @’ = -8”u\ +y = ${a’, and +m+a = 
s -m+au1, On the other hand, since 9 is &closed, aiui dx = 0 E a”yn. Thus as 
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a function on G”(Y), a := aiai ~9~. However, since a,& = a,a* E 
Crn(Yrn), 
a = the Xa-component of a,a’ 
Thus we have 
This implies that c#i'Fm+' + 4yFY-t r#P+"F" E alCm(Go3(Y))+ ... + 
a,C/(G”( Y)) and (ii) follows by Lemma (IV.3.2). 
(ii) * (i). Suppose now (ii) holds. By Lemma (IV.3.2) there is an rl = 
Aidxi E 52O*“-l such that 
Jr/ = d,A'dx = (c#PFm+o+ $JFY + c#P+"F")d~. 
Let 5 = u’dx, E e”,n-l be the restriction of q to Y”. Since aq E JW . dx, 
we have sij = 0 E a’*” and so w  := [t] E ,???“-I. Let # = hw and apply 
the same argument to # as we did for + in the proof of (i) * (ii), we get 
a - (rl/“F”+” + Ic/yF’ + I//“+“F”) E a,9m + . . * + a,Jm. 
Since A’ - a’ E & for all i, this implies that 
($'- I,P')F~+~ + (~$7 - $Y)FY + (,'"+,- ,"'+O) 
E a;(k - d) + a,.fy + . . . +a,~~ 
c a,.ym + ... +a,Ym. 
(IV.3.6) LEMMA. If g E Cm(Ym)N satisfies g”F’ E a,jm + . . . + a,&, 
then g = 0. 
Assuming Lemma (IV.3.6) we see that + = 4 = AU which completes the 
proof of Proposition (IV.3.5). Q.E.D. 
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Proof of Lemma (IV.3.6). Let 86, , be functions satisfying 
g”F” = ai(g;,la’F”). (X3.7) 
Consider (xi; k$ k{,,; 8 ‘F”) as a coordinate system on G-(Y). By 
differentiating (IV.3.7) with respect to arFa and restricting to Y”, we get 
h a.0 .- - .- a&, = g= when I = 0 
and 
h a.1 .- - .- a& + g:,,-(i) = 0 when IZ( > 0. 
Here we have adopted the convention that 86, I = 0 if some of the compo- 
nents of I are negative. Hence we have g” = h”*’ = (- a)‘h”,’ which are 
easily seen to be zero. Q.E.D. 
(IV.4) Higher Order Noether’s Theorem 
In this section we shall give a higher order Noether’s theorem which 
intrinsically identifies the higher order conservation laws with the higher 
order Noether symmetries. First of all, recall that by Lemma (IV.l.l) we 
have the identification Coo(G”(Y))N = Y(GW(Y)). 
(IV.4.1) PROPOSITION. For Cp = (+‘) E Cm(Gm(Y))N, the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) L?+(f-dx) E iKl”~n-l (recall that f= f + Xpgp). 
(ii) $I satisfies 8a(~“Fm+a + @Fr + +,+‘F”) = 0. 
Proof. Since Q, E 9(G”(Y)), $ E IT, and thus y+(f”dx) = ‘(+)6f”dx. 
By Lemmas (IV.2.6) and (IV.1.4) there is an USE 01*“-1 such that 
=Z+(f”dx) = l(+)(&$sla A dx) + al(+)uf 
= -(+OFm+’ + cpyFy + $I~+‘F’=) dx + a+#+,-, (IV.4.2) 
where the last quality follows from the isomorphism given in Lemma 
(IV.l.l). So P+(fdx) E ilP”~“-’ if and only if 
+“F”+” + c#PFY + +m+,u E ,Q”,n-l, 
and the proposition follows from Lemma (IV.3.2). Q.E.D. 
(IV.4.3) HIGHER ORDER NOETHER'S THEOREM. For [+]E~(G~(Y)), 
(i) * (ii) * (iii): 
(i) $I is tangent to Y” and [ $1 = [ +I Y-1 is a higher order Noether 
symmetry. 
(ii) 9+( fhx) = a[ for some 5 E Q”,‘-l. 
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(iii) Let 0 - ’ denote the bijection 
{ Higher order Noether symmetries } 2 Ef* n- ‘, 
then S’([g]) = [(l(+)of- [)I Yoo]. 
Proof. (i) e (ii) follows from Propositions (IV.3.5) and (IV.4.1). Sup- 
pose now that (i) or (ii) holds. By Lemma (IV.3.2), Proposition (IV.4.1), and 
Eq. (IV.4.2), there is an n E C!‘Y”-~ such that 
Note that ?j E Go* n-1 is &closed. Following the “(ii) * (i)” part of the 
proof of Proposition (IV.3.5), if we denote by A the isomorphism 
Y( Ym) + ker3: given in Proposition (IV.1.3), we then have 
Since A - ’ 0 A = n, we conclude that 
Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (i) By Lemma (IV.2.6), wf is only well defined modulo 
a&?‘* n-2 but the equivalence class on the right-hand side of the last 
equation is well defined. 
(ii) By Theorem (IV.4.3), we see that higher order Noether symmetries 
indeed generalize the notion of classical Noether symmetries defined in 
Section (1.6). 
V. GENERALIZATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
With slight modifications the results obtained in Sections II, III, and IV 
for a classical 1st order variational problem with constraints apply to more 
general variational problems, and the method of computing higher order 
conservation laws of Euler-Lagrange equations can also be applied to 
finding the higher order conservation laws of certain determined PDE 
systems. These, together with some interesting examples will be discussed in 
this section. 
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(V.l) Classical rth Order Variational Problem with Constraints 
Suppose now we have a classical rth order variational problem with 
constraints as follows: 
(V.l.l) Problem. To minimize lf(x’, 6Jl’lya/Jx’) dx subject to con- 
straints gO(xi, aI’l~“/ax’) = 0, where 1 I i I n; 1 I a I m, 1 I u I k, 
I E N” and 111 I r. 
Again we restrict ourselves to the following situations: 
(V.1.2) Assumptions. (i) 0 I k I m. 
(ii) “Non-holonomic condition”: det](8g0/8y<,,(] Z 0; p, u = 
1 k. 7-*-T 
So again we may assume that the k constraints g” are of the form 
g” = Y,“(l) - Gm+‘(x’; 81rlya/8x’) with I = ii(l) + . . * +i,(n), i, < r, II( 
I r. As in Section (ILl), the problem can be written as (X, I, w; cp) with 
x = {g” = O} c J’(R”,W”), 
I = H’IX, where H’ = the canonical system on J’(lR “, Iw “), 
w = dx # 0, 
‘p =fdx, where f denotes f/X. 
Using the prescription in Section I (or by classical approach) we can then 
find the Euler-Lagrange equations associated to (X, I, w; cp). By prolong- 
ing these equations and following our approach in Sections II, III, IV, we 
get a higher order Noether’s theorem identifying the higher order conserva- 
tion laws and the higher’ order Noether symmetries. Since it will be very 
similar to the case when r = 1, we shall not carry out the details here. 
(V.2) Variational Problems Dejned on the Integral Manifolds of an 
Exterior Diflerential System 
Suppose now we have a general variational problem (X, I, o; cp). Let 
W* c L* c Tc( X) be the corresponding filtration of sub-bundles of T*(X). 
We make the following. 
(V-2.1) Assumptions. (i) (I, w) is a Pfaffian system in good form [3, lo]. 
In fact, this assumption is not strictly necessary: we may prolong the 
system once to get a PfaBian system in good form having the same integral 
manifolds. 
(ii) L* is a Frobenius system. 
(iii) There are no Cauchy characteristics associated to the closed 
differential ideal I (cf. [3, lo]). 
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The following theorem may be found in, e.g., [4]: 
(V.2.2) THEOREM. Let (I, w) be a Pfafiaan system in good form on a 
manifold X with correspondingfiltration W* c L* c T*(X). Then there exist 
locally dejned mappings + that induce (I, w) from the canonical system on 
J’(R”,R”) ifand on& ifL* is a Frobenius system, 
In other words, each point p E X has a neighborhood U on which (p is 
defined, and if (H’, dx) is the canonical system on J’(lR”, R “) with 
corresponding filtration I@* c L* c T*( J’(R “, W “)), then 
(i) &,, has maximal rank, and 
(ii) +*( I@‘*) = W*, +*(2*) = L*. 
Here, of course, in general cp may not be a local embedding, but this is the 
case when (I, w) has no Cauchy characteristics (cf. [4]). 
Assuming this to be the case, since our problem is local, we shall just 
drop the restriction to U and the reference to $ and think of X as an 
embedded submanifold of J’(W ‘, R “). Notice that although dx # w  on X, 
we do have dx = ao mod X for some nonzero function a on X. Let F and 
A be any extensions of f and a to J’(W “, IR “), then F/A is well defined on 
X and we have 
(V.2.3) PROPOSITION. Under Assumptions (V.2.1), the variational prob- 
lem (X, I, w; cp) is equivalent to the classical 1st order variational problem 
with constraints ( X c J1(W “, BP “); H’ 1 X, dx 1 X, (F/A) dx 1 X). 
Thus all the results in Sections II, III, IV apply to this problem, provided 
that Assumptions (i) of (11.1.2) and (11.1.5) also hold. (Notice that (ii) of 
(11.1.2) will automatically be satisfied for a proper choice of the embedding 
q.1 
(V.3) Higher Order Conservation Laws of Cauchy-Kovalevski Systems 
First of all let us give the following (more general than customary) 
(V.3.1) DEFINITION. A determined system of PDEs {F” = 0} of N 
functions (y”) in n variables is called a Cauchy-Kovalevski system if there 
is an integer r such that for each a, F” can be written as F” = y& - G” 
with aGyay,:,,+, = 0 for s 2 r, Q E (0) X N”-‘. 
In this section we shall extend our general results in Sections II, III, IV of 
computing the higher order conservation laws of the Euler-Lagrange 
equations associated to some variational problem to the more general 
situation that the equations under consideration form a Cauchy-Kovalevski 
system. 
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To begin with, let us first notice that the only properties of the F” ‘s in 
Sections II, III, IV we have used to arrive at our general results there is that 
{F” = 0} is a Cauchy-Kovalevski system (cf. (11.1.5)). 
Now if we are given a Cauchy-Kovalevski system {F” = 0}, we set 
G’(Y) = Jk(W ‘, W N), where k = the highest order derivative appears in the 
PDE system and Y’ = { 1, = 0} c G’(Y), where $i = the differential 
ideal generated by the functions { F” }. Endowing G’(Y) with the canonical 
system, we prolong the system Y’ c G’(Y) and get their infinite prolonga- 
tions 




Notice that now Ym has local coordinates (xi; k&,+,) (0 s E < r - 1). 
From this point every construction and argument in Sections 11,111, IV 
passes to our system (V.3.2). Thus we get 
(V.3.3) PROPOSITION. (i) @*-l = h t e space of all higher order conserva- 
tion laws of the Cauchy-Kovalevski system {F” = O}. 
(ii) d,: i?pflP1 + @‘-l is injective for n 2 2. 
(iii) Ei,.-l 2 ker 8, where 8 is the linear differential operator on 
Cm(Ym)Nr defined by 
where E = O,l,. .., r - 1; Q E (0) X IV”-‘; u!, := 0 and G:= GIY”. 
(iv) ker d = ker a:, where 3: is the linear diflerential operator on 
Cm(Yoo)N induced by the operator 9)F* on Coo(G”(Y))N given by 
aFb (4 - (v”), VO= (-a)’ ubF . i I I 
In fact, the isomorphism ker B z ker .@z is induced by the map v: Cm(Ym) Nr 
+ Cm(Ym)N sending (uz) to (u,“-~). 
(v) Let A be the mapping I??“-’ q @n-1 2 kers: c CW(Ym)N, 
then + E Im A a 9”(+bFb) = 0 for all a. 
(V.3.4) Remark. If the Cauchy-Kovalevski system {F” = 0} also 
satisfies 9,d = gF, then by Proposition (IV.2.7) the Fa’s are actually 
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Euler-Lagrange equations for some variational problem and thus by Sec- 
tion IV we may get some information of the higher order conservation laws 
of {F” = 0} from the set of higher order Noether symmetries (cf. Section 
(IV.3)). 
(V.3.5) Remark. Our setting here can still be generalized to some other 
determined PDE systems. For instance, the system {F” = 0}, where for 
each a, F” may be written as 
for some r, E N where ~JG”/JJ&,+~ = 0 for s 2 rb and Q E (0) X N”-‘. 
With some minor modifications Proposition (V.3.3) still holds for this PDE 
system, but we will not go into details here. 
(V.4) Examples 
(V.4.1) A Vibrating String in the Plane with Constraint. Consider the 
transverse motion of a homogeneous flexible string of natural length 1 on a 
plane which is immersed into some fluid with uneven viscosity. Suppose 
that the equilibrium position of the string lies along the x-axis from x = 0 
to x = 1. Let y(t, x) be the displacement of the string at the point x and at 
time t from its equilibrium position. Then the presence of the viscosity can 
be recorded in an equation 
g = y, - h(t, x, Y, Y,> = 0. 
By the principle of least action, the motion of the string y(t, x) should be 
the one that minimizes the functional j,$T - U) dt subject to the con- 
straint g = 0. Here T and U denote the total kinetic and potential energies 
of the string at time t. By neglecting some constants (namely the linear 
mass density and the tension in the string), the problem is: 
To minimize I( y,” - yx’) dxdt 
subject to g = Yt - h(t, x, Y, Y,) = 0. 
Putting this problem into the form of our setting (X, I, w; cp), we have 
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Following the prescription in Section (IIJ), we get 
.%I = F’ = A, - (f- Ah), - -&- MI), = A, - G’, 
F2 = -yt + h = -yt + G2, 
and the diagram 
The differential operator 9F = 9:: C”(G”(Y))* * Cm(G”(Y))* is found 
to be 
(LQ# = - i&u’ + hp’ + h, 6’,u’ 
(L&u)~ = a,u2 + h,u2 - h,a:u2 - ( J,h,:)u2 - G;u’ - c+’ 
(V.4.1.1) 
for u = (ur, u2) E Cm(G”(Y))*. So the space of pre-conservation laws 
,?i,’ G kergF = { ( 22, u’) E C”“(Y-q2: (v.4.1.1) = o}. 
By Proposition (IV.3.5), ( ul, u*) E Coo(Yo3)2 c C”?(G”(Y))2 corresponds 
to a higher order conservation law if and only if 
(-ay&.r2 + u2F’) = 0 
I (V.4.1.2) 
(-a)‘-&(u1F2 + u2F’) = 0. 
I 
(V.4.2) The Korteweg-de Vries Equation [13, 161. Consider the KdV 
equation 
F = Yl,, + YYo.1 + Yo.3 = 0. 
Obviously { F } is a Cauchy-Kovalevski system. Following the prescription 
in Section (V.3) we set 
G’(Y) = J3(R2,R) = ((xl, x2, y,): I E WI’, 111 s 3} 
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and Y’ c G’(Y) the submanifold defined by { F = O}. Since {x’, yO, j: 
i = 1,2; j E N} U { 8 ‘F: I E N2} form a global coordinate system on 
Gm(Y) = J”(R2,W), we see that Y” c G”O(Y) has ((x’, ki): i = 1,2; 
j E N} as global coordinates, where kj := yO, jJ Y”. Now the operator 9;: 
Cm(Gm(Y)) + Cm(Gm(Y)) is easily seen to be 
so we have 
9; = -(a, + yi?, + a;), 
@’ z ker8,Z = {U E Cm(Ym): (Jr + k,J, + 8:)~ = 0). 
Let K,,, = ker 8,Z n C”({ x’, k,}: i = 1,2; j < m). It is easy to check that 
dim K m+ r 2 dim K, + 1 for all m. In [16] a conservation law for K,, ,/K, 
is found for each m. Thus we have 
Those higher order conservation laws found in [ 161 are 
actually independent and span @ ‘. (V.4.2.1) 
(V.4.3) The Benjamin-Bona-Mahony Equation [l]. Consider the 
Benjamin-Bona-Mahony (BBM) equation 
F = ~2.1 - YO,I + YY,,, = 0. 
Notice that F in this form is not a Cauchy-Kovalevski system, but it can 
be converted into such system by a linear change of coordinates in 
R2 = {(x,, x2)}, which we will not need explicitly. 
Let G’(Y) = J3(lR2,W) = {(xl, x2, JJ,): I E RJ2, )I) I 3) and Y’ C 
G’(Y) the submanifold defined by { F = O}. The differential operator Sf” 
on P(Go3( Y)) is easily seen to be 28 = -( a$‘, - a, + ~8~). Thus we 
have 
Ei*’ = kers5,* = {u E cm(ym): (a$, - a2 +yd*)u = o}. 
In [19] it is found that ker $,F = span{l, y, y2 + 2y,,,}. Moreover, it is 
easy to check that (1, y, y2 + 2~5,) c Im A. Thus we have 
The BBM equation has only three independent conservation laws. 
(V.4.3.1) 
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